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\I ilh the prcsencc of a bound vacancy, adjoining 
the didcnt impurity (it has been shown that sllch 
ncancics arc usually completely bound to the im
purityatoms(l4»). 

It can be seen that the initial frequency shift 
\'crsuS pressure for these crystals follows q'ui'te a 
differcnt pattern from the thallium data di scussed 
.OO,·c. In the first place, the shift is strongly de
pendent upon the nature of die nearest neighbor 
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FlO. 7. "A" peak frequency VB. pressure-four alkali 
bromides activated by Pb++. 

halide ions; a dependence, moreover, which is con
sistent throughout the four cation systems studied. 
On the other hand, there is no significant difrt:rcncc 
between those crystals in the cesium chloride 
structure (the cesium halides) and those in the 
sodium chloride structure (the others). This is 
consistent with the complex ion model, but incon
sistent with the Seitz model. This is also in agree
ment with the findings of FREDERICKS and SCOTT(15) 

that the mobile lead-containing center in trans
ference measurements on these cr.ystals is nega
tively charged, and must therefore be a complex 
containing halide ions. 

It should be noted here that a shift to lower 
energy occurs for all alkali halide phosphors, re
gardless of impurity or of crystal structure, given 
sufficiently high pressure. At these very high 
pressures, the system is compressed to the point 
where the repulsive energy is probably the domin
ant contribution to the crystal energy in the ground 
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F lO. 8. "A" peak frequency vs. pressure-four alkoli 
iodides activated by Pb++. 

state. This repulsive energy is very sensitive to 
changes in the lattice constant. The excited state 
probably has a flatter curve of energy vs. lattiee 
constant than the ground state. Thus the energy 
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"2500 A" peak frequency VS. pressure 
KCl :Cu(ic) 8Jld KBr:Cu(ic). 


